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TRANSFORM YOUR SPACE
WRITEBOARD glass marker boards are the
game-changing alternative to traditional
whiteboards. Sophisticated, beautiful, and
highly functional, they’ll help you see your
success.
MADE IN MINNESOTA

TIME FOR SOMETHING NEW
WRITEBOARD glass writing boards help you
communicate, innovate, and collaborate. They are the
ideal solution for presenting information, working out
problems, or staying organized.
Write on them with permanent or dry-erase markers – even
crayons. They never ghost or stain and come 100% clean
every time. It’s impossible to ruin a WRITEBOARD with the

Custom Design. Add customized graphics to adapt
boards for your particular business.

wrong kind of marker.
WRITEBOARDs are manufactured to fit your space. They
make it easy to turn your office into a stunning showplace.
Perfect for conference rooms, offices, cubicles, and
common areas. Our exclusive graphic process allows you
to showcase your brand and integrate photos, designs, or
functional graphics like calendars or charts. They can be
magnetic, giving you the additional option of using them
as a bulletin board.

Custom Applications. Tabletops, cubicle dividers,
signage, and more.

Choose a product without replacement costs, recurring

Also Available:

costs, or maintenance costs. WRITEBOARDs will stand

FUSION BOARDS.
Feature Surfacequest
Architectural Fusions
in stone and wood
designs for a rich,
distinctive look.

up to everyday use for years. Made of tempered “safety”
glass, the surface won’t ghost, stain, etch, or mar. Install
WRITEBOARDs one time and be done.
WRITEBOARDs can also function in many o
 ther ways.
As tabletops. Signage. Calendars. Memory Boards.
Backsplashes. Dividers. The capabilities are endless.

Twin Cities businesses will save significantly by

Mobile Boards. Move easily
from room to room. Write on
both sides.

Clear Boards.
All the beauty and
ease of use of glass
at amazingly low
prices.

What’s the vision for your space? Let’s work together.
Call or e-mail for an estimate:

eliminating expensive “freight and crate” costs.

www.write-boards.com

Glass Today
651-633-8300
info@glasstoday.com

Manufactured by Glass Today, a Minnesota, woman-owned company.
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